
Module Overview: Planning

Module Focus: 
These modules will focus on the 
fundamentals of badminton, introducing 
players to the basic skills needed to play. 

The first module will enable the delivery 
of 6 fun and progressive badminton 
sessions, providing the appropriate 
information to introduce and develop 
racket skills. These skills will be built on in  
module 2.

All lessons provide examples of how to 
both increase and decrease the challenge 
of the activity to support differentiation 
across the class ensuring all pupils are 
engaged and enjoying the session. 

Award scheme: 
Players will be able to work towards their 
Smash pack level throughout this module. 

Through the use of their Racket Pack 
passport they will be able to monitor 
their own progress, sharing their 
development with home. You will also be 
able to assess the player’s development 
using the awards assessment chart. 

Technical Video Support:
To ensure skills are taught appropriately
we have provided technical
videos of all the key skills. The relevant 
technical video is identified on
each lesson and can be found in
our online library.

.

Ages 5-7

Lesson

Shuttle Progression Cross Curricular Resources / Equipment

1

2

3

4

5

6

Lesson Focus

Grips:
Introducing players to the correct grips in order to hold the racket 
correctly for the relevant shot.

Movement:
Identify appropriate badminton movements including the 
introduction of the lunge and chasse.

Backhand Serving:
Introducing players to serving to enable the start of a rally.

Underarm:
Introducing players to underarm hitting to enable players to rally.

Overarm:
Introducing players to overarm hitting to enable players to rally.

Competition Festival:
Consolidate skill development whilst introducing a competition 
element.

Coordination, balance, running, 
jumping, hopping. 

Racket skills, coordination, catching. 

Racket skills, coordination, underarm 
throwing and catching.

Racket skills, coordination and 
overarm throwing. 

Racket skills, agility, coordination, 
throwing, catching, running,  
measuring.

For a class of 30 pupils:
30 rackets, 
30 fluff balls/success balls/shuttles, 
30 throw down spots, 
30 throw down lines
15 GetNet
15 Hoops (variety of sizes) 
Tape measure

Within this module players will 
be also be able to explore the 
following skills:
 Numeracy
 Team work
 Personal improvement

Simplify: Balloon
Entry Level:  Fluff balls
Progress: Success ball
Advanced: Shuttle

Racket skills, coordination, agility 
and balance.

Activities Covered



Module Overview: Measuring Progress Ages 5-7

National Curriculum 
Expectations
 
Between the ages of 5-7 (end of KS2) 
children are expected to:

• Continue to develop fundamental   
 movement skills, become increasingly  
 competent and confident and access  
 a broad range of opportunities   
 to extend their agility, balance and   
 co-ordination, individually and with   
 others.

• They should be able to engage   
 in competitive (both against self and   
 against others) and co-operative
 physical activities, in a range    
 of increasingly challenging situations.

In the boxes to the right is what players 
who are working towards should achieve, 
what players who are working at should 
achieve and what players who are 
working above should achieve.

These statements should help you to 
measure the progress of your players.

Players who are working towards:

Players who are working at:

Players who are working above:

• Can sometimes identify an appropriate grip.
• Can sometimes hit the balloon consecutively; they don’t always use the appropriate grip.
• Are limited in the ways in which they can move and sometimes able to retain their balance.
• Can sometimes hit the balloon whilst moving. 
• Are unable to make contact with the shuttle.
• Sometimes hold the shuttle correctly in preparation for the serve.
• Can sometime successfully rally.
• Sometimes demonstrate a correct sideways position when throwing.

• Can identify appropriate forehand and backhand grips.
• Can hit the balloon consecutively using an appropriate grip depending on where the balloon is.
• Can move in different ways and retain their balance.
• Can hit the balloon consecutively whilst moving.
• Attempt to make contact with the shuttle using an appropriate thumb grip.
• Hold the shuttle correctly in preparation for the serve.
• Attempt to make contact with the shuttle using an appropriate grip and hitting action.
• Demonstrate a correct sideways body position when throwing.
• Can successfully rally.

• Are able to move between grips without prompting.
• Are able to hit using shuttle.
• Are able to make fluid movements in both directions whilst
 remaining balanced.
• Are able to hit using a shuttle whilst moving.
• Can make contact with the shuttle using an appropriate grip.
• Can make contact with the shuttle using an appropriate grip
 and hitting action.
• Are able to throw using the correct sideways body position.



Module 1: Lesson 1 - Grips

Learning Outcomes
1. Player can identify appropriate forehand

and backhand grips.
2. Players can hit the balloon consecutively

using an appropriate grip depending on
where the balloon is.

Warm-up Game
Egg and Spoon

Skill Activity
Forehand and 
Backhand Tap-ups  
Video: Grips for badminton

Embedding the Skill
Sharks

Techniques to Demonstrate
Grips for hitting on forehand and backhand 
sides.

1. Place 2 throw-down lines approximately 3 to 5 metres away from each other.
2. Split the group into teams of 3 or 4, giving each team 1 racket and 1 shuttle.
3. Players must try to balance a shuttle on their racket, with the cork facing upwards, whilst

completing the following movements:
• Walk to a cone and back again without dropping the shuttle.
• Walk to a cone, sit down, get back up and walk back.
• Walk to a cone, sit down, lie down, then get back up and walk back.
• Walk to a cone, sit down, lie down, roll onto their front and then get back up and walk back.

1. Explain the range of grips that can be used to hit on the backhand side to the group.
2. Ask	players	to	find	a	space	away	from	others	in	the	hall.		The	aim	is	for	players	to	use	an	appropriate

grip	to	play	a	backhand	with	a	backhand	action	to	tap	the	fluff	ball	or	balloon	repeatedly	into	the	air.
3. Explain the range of grips that can be used to hit on the forehand side to the group
4. Repeat activity using an appropriate grip to play a forehand and forehand hitting action.
5. When	players	become	more	confident	ask	them	to	count	the	number	of	tap-ups	they	can

perform in a row.

This	is	a	competitive	game	that	focuses	on	player	grips	and	balance.		

1. Ask the players to hold the racket using an appropriate grip to play a forehand, and then balance a shuttle
on their racket with the cork facing upwards.

2. Ask the players to then move around the hall and try to knock other player’s shuttles off their racket using
only their non-racket hand.

3. Once	a	player’s	shuttle	falls	from	their	racket,	they	lose	a	life.		The	winner	is	the	last	person	remaining.
• Allocate players a set number of lives or play as a timed game.

Equipment
Rackets  
Shuttles
Cones
Throw down lines
Fluff balls /Success balls / Balloons (as required)

Shuttle Progression
Simplify: Balloon
Entry Level:  Fluff balls
Progress: Success ball
Advanced: Shuttle

Ages 5-7



Module 1: Lesson 1 - Grips

National Curriculum Outcomes
1. Participate in team games and develop co-ordination.
2. Master basic movements and compete against themselves.
3. Engage in competitive activities to apply the skills.

Teaching Tips Simplify Challenge

1. Replace the shuttle with a
fluff	ball	/	success	ball.

1. Players to use a balloon and hit with their
hand rather than a racket.

1. Replace the shuttle with a
fluff	ball	/	success	ball.

2. Increase the size of the space.

1. Players to increase their speed whilst
performing the same movement sequences.

1. Players to use a success ball instead
of	a	fluff	ball.

1. Reduce the size of the space.

Egg and Spoon
1. Ensure each team has just 1 racket and shuttle and passes them to the next

person in their team.
2. Demonstrate yourself so they understand.
3. Explain that the aim is to not drop the shuttle and speed is not important.

Forehand and Backhand Tap-ups
1. Ensure	players	have	sufficient	space.
2. Stress the danger of rackets to avoid injury.
3. Reiterate the range of grips that can be used to hit on the backhand and

forehand sides during and at the end of the activity.
4. Encourage players not to grip the racket too tightly so they can feel when

they	are	hitting	the	fluff	ball	and	squeezing	the	racket	on	impact.

Sharks
1. Create	a	safe	zone	for	those	players	who	are	out	to	sit	in.
2. As	the	number	of	players	reduces,	make	the	size	of	the	space	smaller.
3. Encourage players to keep their head up, rather than looking down

at their shuttle.

Ages 5-7



Module 1: Lesson 2 - Movement

Learning Outcomes
1. Players can move in different ways and

retain their balance.
2. Players can hit the balloon consecutively

whilst moving.

Warm-up Game
Polar Bears
Video: Lunging techniques

Skill Activity
Follow the Leader  
Video: Movement techniques

Embedding the Skill
Balloon Tap-ups

Techniques to Demonstrate
1. Movements (lunge, chasse).
2. Grips for hitting on both the forehand

and backhand sides.

1. Mark	out	an	area	and	randomly	place	a	throw-down	spot	on	the	floor	for	each	member	of	the	polar
bear  team.

2. Split the group into 2 teams; the polar bears and the seals
3. The	polar	bears	stand	on	their	spots	whilst	the	seals	move	from	one	side	of	the	area	to	the	other.

• The polar bears’ aim is to tag the seals as they move past
• Each seal that makes it to the other side receives 1 point
• Polar	bears	can	lunge	with	1	leg	towards	a	seal,	providing	1	foot	remains	on	the	spot

4. After	a	set	time,	swap	teams	over	ensuring	both	teams	have	a	couple	of	goes	at	being	a	polar	bear
and seal.

1. Stand	in	front	of	the	group,	who	are	spaced	a	safe	distance	from	one	another.
2. Call	out	the	following	movement	patterns	whilst	pointing	left,	right,	forwards	and	backwards	with	a

racket,	for	the	players	to	follow.
• Chasse	(sidesteps	where	one	foot	chases	the	other	but	does	not	catch	up)
• Hop
• Run
• Walk
• Jump

1. Mark	out	an	area	for	players	to	stay	within.
2. Make sure each player has a racket and balloon.
3. Refresh	with	the	players	both	a	forehand	and	backhand	grip.
4. Ask	the	players	to	use	an	appropriate	forehand	grip,	to	move	around	the	area	remaining	in	control	of	their

balloon	whilst	tapping	it	upwards	using	a	forehand	hitting	action.
5. Players	should	be	encouraged	to	count	the	number	of	consecutive	hits	and	try	to	beat	their	score.
6. Repeat game using an appropriate grip to play a backhand with a backhand hitting action.

Equipment
Rackets  
Throw-down spots
Balloons

Shuttle Progression
Simplify: Balloon
Entry	Level:		 Fluff	balls
Progress: Success ball
Advanced: Shuttle

Ages 5-7



Module 1: Lesson 2 - Movement

National Curriculum Outcomes
1. Participate in team games introducing simple strategies for attacking and defending.
2. Master basic movements.
3. Engage in competitive and co-operative activities.
4. Master basic movements.

Teaching Tips Simplify Challenge

1. Move spots closer together reducing
the	size	of	the	lunge	that	needs	to	be
performed.

1. Players	can	perform	the	movements
on the spot.

1. Ask players to balance the balloon
on their racket whilst moving around
the area.

1. Move	spots	further	apart	increasing
the	size	of	the	lunge	that	needs	to	be
performed.

1. Players can try more advanced
movements such as:
• Walk backwards
• Run backwards
• Cross-behind steps

1. Players	can	use	fluff	balls	or	success
balls to reduce the time in the air,
creating	the	need	for	faster	movement.

2. Moving	freely	around	the	area	players
must now dodge you to prevent you
from	knocking	their	balloon	off.

Polar Bears
1. It is important that a lunge movement is demonstrated to the group.

• Heel	landing	first,	toe	pointing	forwards,	knee	in	alignment	with	foot	etc
2. Position throw-down spots widely to encourage polar bears to lunge on

both their racket and non-racket leg.
3. Explain that the aim is to work as a team to get the best results; some seals

may	sacrifice	themselves	to	distract	the	polar	bears.

Follow the Leader
1. Ensure that children control their speed and remain in balance.

Balloon Tap-ups
1. Encourage players to keep their head up so they are aware of their

surroundings:
• Using marked lines ask that all the players touch each line with their foot

whilst performing the activity.
• Only moving in straight lines get the players to dodge you to prevent

you knocking their balloon off.
2. If you are limited with space you could:

• Pair the children and ask one to count whilst the other performs the
activity then swap.

• Split the group into 2 and allow the groups to take it in turn to perform
and observe. You can ask the observing group to check that the correct
grip is being used.

Ages 5-7



Module 1: Lesson 3 - Backhand Serve

Learning Outcomes
1. Players attempt to make contact with the

shuttle using an appropriate thumb grip.
2. Player holds the shuttle correctly in

preparation for the serve.

Warm-up Game
Meet the Bear
Video: Backhand serve technique

Skill Activity
Crazy Golf
Video: Backhand serve technique

Embedding the Skill
Go Long

Techniques to Demonstrate
1. Backhand serve grip.

1. Place a racket and shuttle in front of each player and then tell them the story about how you meet 
the bear demonstrating the backhand serve:

Whilst walking in the woods you see a bear in the distance.  You put your thumb up to him to make 
sure he is friendly.  Keeping your thumb up, pick up the racket, placing the thumb down the back 
of the grip. Pickup the shuttle with your other hand ensuring you are holding the shuttle by the 
feathers (plastic skirt if using a plastic shuttle).  Carry on walking to the bear where you give him a 
hug, squeeze him and push him away.

2. Ask the players to copy you using their racket and shuttle. 

1. Create several golf-style holes around the hall by using throw-down spots, hoops of different sizes,
buckets	etc	and	assign	different	points	to	different	holes	depending	on	their	level	of	difficulty.

2. Place a throw-down line in front of each hole to indicate where players should stand to perform
their shot.

3. Split the group into equal teams and allocate 1 racket and 1 shuttle per team.
4. Teams must move around the hall and perform backhand serves towards the holes.  Players should

be encouraged to use the correct technique when hitting the shuttles towards the targets.
5. Allow players to have a practice round before introduce scoring.  Players should keep count of their

own score.

1. Place	markers	in	a	line	on	the	floor.		Position	a	second	line	of	markers	3	metres	from	the	first.		Position	a
third and fourth line of markers further away still.

2. In	pairs,	1	player	performs	a	backhand	serve,	whilst	their	partner	stands	on	the	first	marker	and	tries	to
catch the shuttle.

3. If	the	shuttle	is	successful	caught	from	the	first	marker,	the	catcher	moves	back	to	the	second	marker	and
so on.

4. A time limit can be added, and points scored for each serve caught.

Equipment
Rackets Shuttles
Cones Hoops
Fluff balls GetNets
Throw-down lines and spots

Shuttle Progression
Simplify: Balloon
Entry Level:  Fluff balls
Progress:  Success ball
Advanced: Shuttle

Ages 5-7



Module 1: Lesson 3 - Backhand Serve

National Curriculum Outcomes
1. Develop fundamental skills and co-ordination.
2. Apply the skill in a competitive situation against themselves.
3. Using the skills, engage in competitive and co-operative activities.

Teaching Tips Simplify Challenge

1. Increase the size of the targets.
2. Position targets closer to the server.

1. Move the markers closer together
reducing the distance between the
server and catcher.

1. Reduce the size of the targets.
2. Position targets further away from

server.

1. Introduce GetNets to the
catchers ensuring they are using the
appropriate grip.

2. Catchers may only use their racket
hand to catch the shuttle

Meet the Bear
1. Key points for the backhand serve:

• Short backswing – push through the shuttle
• Dropped short distance before being struck
• Need to hit shuttle out of the hand rather than dropping
• Keep non-racket arm still

2. Ensure	players	have	sufficient	space.
3. Add any other actions to the story to make it interesting.

Crazy Golf
1. Ensure	players	have	sufficient	space	whilst	serving.
2. Start groups at different holes to avoid queuing.

Go Long
1. Ensure	players	have	sufficient	space.
2. Briefly	explain	appropriate	catching	technique.

Ages 5-7



Module 1: Lesson 4 - Underarm

Learning Outcomes
1. Players attempt to make contact with   
 the shuttle using an appropriate grip and   
 hitting action.
2. Players can successfully rally.

Warm-up Game
Backhand Tap-ups
Video: Grips for badminton

Skill Activity
Badders Baseball  
Video: Grips for badminton

Embedding the Skill
Rally Tally

Techniques to Demonstrate
1. Grips for hitting on the backhand side.
2. Backhand tap-up action.

1. Ensure each player has a racket.  
2. Demonstrate the appropriate grip and hitting action for backhand. 
3.	 Split	the	group	into	three	assigning	each	group	either	balloons,	fluff	balls	or	success	balls.	
4. Ask players to perform tap-ups with their assigned item using the appropriate grip and hitting  
 action.
5.	 After	a	set	time,	rotate	the	groups	to	ensure	all	groups	have	a	go	with	balloons,	fluff	balls	and		
 success balls. 

All hitting previously performed has involved objects being hit up into the air.  The next progression is 
to hit the objects forwards.  

1. Split the group into 4s.  1 feeder, 1 hitter, 2 catchers.  
2.	 The	feeder	throws	the	fluff	ball	or	success	ball	underarm	to	the	hitter	who	performs	a	backhand	hit		
 to either of the catchers.
3. Repeat this several times and then rotate positions.

1. Split the group into 3s.
2. The aim is for 2 players to have a rally whilst the other player counts how many shots  
 are achieved in a row.
3.	 1	player	to	start	the	rally	with	a	backhand	serve	using	a	fluff	ball.

Equipment
Rackets
Fluff balls
Success balls
Balloons

Shuttle Progression
Simplify: Balloon
Entry Level:  Fluff balls
Progress:  Success ball
Advanced: Shuttle

Ages 5-7



Module 1: Lesson 4 - Underarm

National Curriculum Outcomes
1. Access	a	broader	range	of	activities	in	order	to	develop	competence	and	confidence	in	fundamental	skills.
2. Extend their fundamental skills whilst working cooperatively in pairs.

Teaching Tips Simplify Challenge

1. Replace	fluff	balls	with	balloons.

1. Reduce the distance between players.
2. Catchers to use a GetNet.

1. Replace	the	fluff	ball	with	a	balloon,
which will slow down the movement.
2. Reduce the distance between players.

1. Introduce shuttles in place of success
balls.

1. Increase the distance between players.

1. Replace	the	fluff	ball	with	the	success
ball increasing the speed of the rally.
2. Increase the distance between
players.

Backhand Tap-ups
1. Key points for the backhand underarm hit:

• Racket moves through the line of the shuttle in front of the body
• Racket forearm straightens and forearm rotates outwards (supinates)

2. This is a great opportunity to assess their progress since week 1.

Badders Baseball
1. Ensure players are using an appropriate grip for hitting on the backhand side

and repeat key teaching points.
2. Explain to the group that the angle of the racket strings must change to face

their partner but the grip and hitting technique remain the same.
3. Ensure the hitting player is ready with the racket face pointing forward

before	the	fluff	ball	is	thrown.
4. Encourage the hitter to decide which catcher they are aiming towards before

they	strike	the	fluff	ball.

Rally Tally
1. Ensure players are using an appropriate grip for hitting on the

backhand side and repeat key teaching points.

Ages 5-7



Module 1: Lesson 5 - Overhead

Learning Outcomes
1. Players demonstrate a correct sideways   
 body position when throwing.

Warm-up Game
Ready Steady
Throw

Skill Activity
Butterflies  
Video: Overhead hitting technique

Embedding the Skill
Snowball Fight
Video: Throwing action technique

Techniques to Demonstrate
1. Movement – chasse.
2. Overhead throwing action.
3. Grips used to hit overhead on the   
 forehand side.

1. This exercise replicates the movement required for an overhead shot by performing the footwork  
 and then throwing a shuttle. 
2. Players need to run forward, pick up a shuttle with racket hand, turn sideways and chasse back  
 (slightly further than their starting position).
3. They then perform an overarm throw back in the direction of where the shuttle was originally  
 positioned.

1.	 Split	the	group	into	pairs	with	1	racket	and	1	fluff	ball	per	pair.		1	player	is	the	catcher,	the	other	the		
 feeder.
2.	 The	catcher	has	the	GetNet	in	an	overhead	position	ready	to	catch	the	fluff	ball.		The	feeder	throws		
	 the	fluff	ball	overarm	for	their	partner	to	catch	in	the	GetNet,	in	an	overhead	position.				
3. Repeat this several times and then swap roles.

1. Split the group into 2 equal teams and position each team on opposing side of a net or  
 bench, setting out a service line on each side.  
2. Scatter as many shuttles as possible onto both sides of the net.
3. On your command, players pick up 1 shuttle at a time and throw them overhead over  
 the net ensuring they are behind the service line, the opposing team do the same.
4. At the end of an allocated time, the team with the least number of shuttles on their  
 side of the net wins. 

Equipment
Rackets   Shuttles
Fluff balls  Net/bench
GetNet

Shuttle Progression
Simplify: Balloon
Entry Level:  Fluff balls
Progress:  Success ball
Advanced: Shuttle

Ages 5-7



Module 1: Lesson 5 - Overhead

National Curriculum Outcomes
1. Master basic movements in a simple competitive situation.
2. Develop competence in skills in a simple competitive and co-operative situation.
3. Participate in team games in competitive activities.

Teaching Tips Simplify Challenge

1. Ask players to stand still and
practise throwing without the
movement sequence.

1. Decrease the distance between
players.

1. Decrease the distance from the net/
bench for the service line.

1. Introduce new points for players to
chasse back to changing their direction 
of movement.

1. Increase the distance between players.

1. Increase the distance from the net/
bench for the service line.

Ready Steady Throw
1. Players to chasse back leading with their racket leg.
2. Key points for the throwing action:

• Body rotates outwards towards a sideways position.
• Racket arm goes back with outwards forearm rotation (supination),

creating a momentary L shape.
• Non-racket	arm	elevates	and	points	in	general	direction	of	the	shuttle	flight.
• Racket leg is placed behind the racket shoulder to generate power.

o Weight is loaded onto racket leg creating a wide stable base.
• Racket	knee	flexes	and	extends	quickly	and	starts	to	drive	upwards	and	forwards.
• Hips rotate inwards to initiate the drive forwards of the racket leg.

Butterflies
1. Encourage a forehand grip.
2. Ensure catchers hold racket up above head and slightly in front of them so

they can see the racket head.
3. Ensure feeders do an overarm throw.
4. Reiterate the forehand grip throughout the session and again at the end of

the session.

Snowball Fight
1. Emphasise that players can only throw 1 shuttle at a time.
2. Players to use their racket hand only and use an overarm throw.
3. Challenge players to throw the shuttles deep into the opposing

team’s court.

Ages 5-7



Module 1: Lesson 6 - Team Work Festival

Learning Outcomes
1. Players cooperate effectively as part of a team.
2. Players can identify different roles and    
 responsibilities within a team.
3. Players can overcome problems involved in   
 completing activities as a team.
4. Players are better equipped to understand
	 how	to	influence	others.
. Festival Instructions

1. Split the group into teams. 
2. Each team will spend 5 minutes on each of the 5 activities. 
3. They will work together to achieve the highest number of points for their team.  
4. Activity 1 is taken from week 1 of the resource and so on.  Players will therefore already be familiar with the activities.

Activity 1
Backhand Tap-ups  

Activity 2
Crazy Golf   

Activity 3
Badders Baseball  

Activity 4
Ready Steady Throw

Activity 5
Polar Bears

Techniques to Demonstrate
1. Grips for hitting on forehand and   
 backhand sides.
2. Underarm throwing.

1.	 Ask	players	to	find	a	space	away	from	others	in	the	hall.	
2.	 The	aim	is	for	players	to	use	an	appropriate	backhand	grip	and	backhand		
	 action	to	tap	the	fluff	ball	or	balloon	repeatedly	into	the	air.

Points:		1	point	per	consecutive	tap-up.

1.	 Players	need	to	run	forward,	pick	up	a	shuttle		
	 with	racket	hand,	turn	sideways	and	chasse	back		
	 over	a	set	line	and	then	perform	an	overarm		
	 throw	to	throw	the	shuttle	as	far	as	possible.

Points:		Measure	the	distance	thrown	
either	with	a	tape	measure	or	by	stepping	
it	out	and	record	the	furthest	distance	
achieved	as	the	team	score.

1.	 Split	the	group	into	2	teams;	the	polar	bears	and	the	seals.		
2.	 Mark	out	an	area	and	randomly	place	a	throw-down	spot	on	the	floor	for	each	member	of	the	polar		
	 bear	team.
3.	 The	polar	bears	stand	on	their	spots	whilst	the	seals	move	from	one	side	of	the	area	to	the	other.		
4.	 The	polar	bears’	aim	is	to	tag	the	seals	as	they	move	past.		Each	seal	that	makes	it	to	the	other	side		
	 receives	1	point.		Polar	bears	can	lunge	with	1	leg	towards	a	seal,	providing	1	foot	remains	on	the	spot.			
	 After	a	set	time,	swap	teams	over.

Points:		1	point	is	scored	by	the	seal	for	each	successful	swim	across	the	ocean.		
1	point	is	scored	by	the	polar	bear	for	each	successful	seal	catch.

1.	 Create	several	golf-style	holes	around	the	hall	by	using	throw-	
	 down	spots,	hoops	of	different	sizes,	buckets,	etc.	and		 	
	 assign	different	points	to	different	holes	depending	on	their		
	 level	of	difficulty.	
2.	 Place	a	throw-down	line	in	front	of	each	hole	to	indicate	where		
	 players	should	stand	to	perform	their	shot.	
3.	 Split	the	group	into	equal	teams	and	allocate	1	racket	and	1		 	
	 shuttle	or	fluff	ball	per	team.
4.	 Teams	to	move	around	the	hall	and	perform	backhand	serves		
	 towards	the	holes.	

Points:		1	point	per	golf	hole.

1.	 Split	the	group	into	4s.		1	feeder,	1	hitter,	2		
	 catchers.		
2.	 The	feeder	throws	the	fluff	ball	or	shuttle		
	 underarm	to	the	hitter	who	performs	a		
	 backhand	hit	using	an	appropriate		 	
	 backhand	grip	to	either	of	the	catchers.		
3.	 Repeat	this	several	times	and	then	rotate		
	 positions.

Points:		1	point	per	combined	throw,
hit,	catch.

Equipment
Rackets   Fluff balls
Shuttles   Tape measure
Throw-down spots Large hoops
Throw-down lines  Small hoops

Shuttle Progression
Simplify: Balloon
Entry	Level:		 Fluff	balls
Progress:  Success ball
Advanced: Shuttle

Ages 5-7



Module 1: Lesson 6 - Team Work Festival Scorecard

Team name

1	point	per	consecutive	tap-up.

1	point	is	scored	by	the	seal	for	each	successful	swim	across	the	ocean.		
1	point	is	scored	by	the	polar	bear	for	each	successful	seal	catch.

1	point	per	golf	hole.

1	point	per	combined	throw,	hit,	catch.

Measure	the	distance	thrown	either	with	a	tape	measure	or	by	
stepping	it	out,	and	record	the	furthest	distance	achieved	as	the	
team	score.

Ages 5-7

Team Score Scoring Instructions

Activity 1:   
Backhand Tap-ups

Activity 2:   
Crazy Golf

Activity 3:   
Badders Baseball

Activity 4:   
Ready Steady Throw

Activity 5:
Polar Bears

TEAM TOTAL


